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by Brian Wolf, CPF, GCF

Not every three-dimensional item inside
a picture frame needs to be an heir-
loom. And not every mat that is an

artistic project needs to be full of acrobatic
cutting. To illustrate this, all these examples
have only rectangular openings. Behind the
small opening, under the picture, there is an
arrangement of things that might be called
throwaway objects. Furthermore, not every
arrangement needs to be uniquely inspired. In
all of these mats, the openings for the objects
are simply centered under the openings for the
pictures. 

There was an article several
years ago in PFM that used this
idea of including small objects
with pictures to help tell the
pictures’ stories. However, each
of those examples showcased
decorative cutting. The message
could have been easily interpreted that the
cutting was a critical element of the idea. The

real message is that
ordinary objects are
reminders of some
significant aspect of
the picture for the
customer—with or
without decorative
cutting.

To further clarify
this idea, none of the
objects here could be
mistaken for heir-

looms. There is a sewing scrap, a dime store
bracelet, a broken Christmas garland, and
dried foliage from a forest. The suggestion is
that any object might be suitable for these

Ordinary Objects

small vignettes, given that they serve as
reminders for the customer. But a second
suggestion is equally important. There is not
such a pressing need to mount these casual
objects as if they were museum pieces. Their
purpose is to be part of these pictures. They
will not be removed in a century for further
studies. No framer should dismiss this idea
because of the time and expertise that might
be involved in mounting the items for
vignettes like these.

The pictures, too, have been treated like
objects. The postcard was floated on top of a
spacer and affixed to a background board. The
photos were mounted on matboard, beveled

Adding ordinary objects
to multiple-opening

designs creates depth
and charm and

increases the unity of
the presentation

Frame Design

The ordinary objects in all
these examples are assem-
bled into vignettes that recall
memories for the customer.
The sewing scrap is nestled
into a narrow slot cut in the
background board. There is
a foamboard spacer and the

child’s bracelet is pinned into place on the foamboard.
One layer of foamboard is enough to create the necessary
depth for these objects. The 1” wide silver frame is tall
enough to easily contain the depth of this project. 
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along the outsides, and also affixed to the background
boards. This is not so much a recommendation of the
technique as it is a reminder that the edges of old paper
items often have character and give clues to their
vintage and authenticity. Floating them is a great solu-
tion because, by covering the edges, their character
would be lost under a mat opening—the presentation
also benefits. The background color shows beyond the
pictures—giving them a little extra size along with the
effect of a three-layer mat.

An Heirloom Photo
Down the middle of the back of this sewing scrap there
is a seam with several thicknesses of fabric that keeps it
from sitting flat on the background board. There is a 1⁄8”
wide channel cut in the background board. The seam
slides into the channel, the sewing scrap lies flat on the
background board, and a piece of
tape holds the fabric in place. There
are foamboard blocks to the right
and left to lift the mat slightly
higher than the fabric. The chain of
the bracelet is stretched across these
blocks so that the bunnies in the
bracelet are centered on the fabric
piece. There is a pin through a link
of the chain that goes into the
foamboard at each end to secure the
bracelet.

The back of the mat
was lined with foam-
board strips so that the
mat would lie flat on
the background board.
The mat was positioned
over the assembled
objects to align them
nicely into the small
opening and was then
stuck onto the back-
ground board with
ATG.  

There are two layers of matboard under the photo
to lift it approximately to the height of the inner mat.
This lifting is not critical, but imagine the photo flat on
the background board. The photo would be deep in the
mat. If the photo was viewed at severe angles, it would

have appeared improperly aligned in the opening. Even
without this syndrome, though, the shadows cast by the
elevated picture add drama to the presentation. The
photo is held in place with a dozen small dots of white
glue. The glue takes a few seconds to grab, and that is
enough time to refine the photo’s position in its
opening.

It is obvious to state that the matboard spacers
under the photo, the channel for the fabric, and all the
supporting foamboard pieces need to be well beneath
the mat so that they are invisible when the picture is
viewed from various angles. Framers are not magicians,
but be sure to hide the mechanics as well as possible.

A Photograph of Children
In contrast to the assembly in the previous example,
mounting these pressed leaves and dried blossoms is

nothing more than
gluing the stems onto
the background board
with white glue. There
is one small matboard
square to hold one stem
higher so that the dried
blossom will lie more
flatly. The stems are
long enough so that
they are well hidden
under the mat. There
are two foamboard
spacers under the mat
to accommodate the
depth of the vignette.  

Once again, use a
stack of boards under
the photo to lift it to
the height of the inner
mat. With all this
depth—and a limitless
supply of dried leaves—
there is an opportunity
to include another leaf

peeking out from under the picture.  
Preservation questions may arise over the condition

of these items from nature after 10 or 20 years. This is a
reproduction of a customer’s idea from many years ago.
It was important for him to have these fragments from

All these mats follow the
same formula. The
opening for the picture is
two layers, and the dark
reveal is 1⁄8” wide. The
opening for the objects is
centered 7⁄16” away from
bottom of the picture’s
opening. These mats were
cut using a manual mat

cutter, but they would be possible with a computerized mat cutter, too. The stems
of these dried items from nature were glued to the background board. There is
one small piece of matboard under a stem to hold it at a better angle. There are
two layers of foamboard under the mat to lift it so that the dried items are not
pressed against the glass.
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his mother’s garden with her picture. Even through his
children’s lifetimes, any deterioration would be the
result of honest—and expected—passage of time. Other
customers may hold alternative notions concerning
using items that may not retain their pristine condition,
though.

The weathered wood frame is about 1” wide. The
standard upright profile has plenty of depth to hold this
construction.  Its angled facets are coarsely sanded
enough to be a fitting parallel to
the natural elements in the photo
and in the rustic vignette, but the
shape and the wax-like finish are
polished enough to reflect the old-
fashioned, elegant attitude of the
children.

An Old Christmas Card
Some sentimental things may fall
apart, but their fragments still hold
charm. Another customer
brought in an old
Christmas garland made
with plastic pearls strung
through brass wire. It
must have been quite
decorative when it was
first made, but over the
years it became bent,
broken, and tarnished.

Mounting the frag-
ment for the bottom
vignette was straightfor-
ward. First, the rose petal
was taped onto the background board. Then, blocks of
foamboard were attached at the sides.  The ends of the
wires were taped to this foamboard. There are second
blocks of foamboard on top to accommodate the depth
of the wirework. Two layers of foamboard lined the
back of the mat so that it became level once it was
affixed to the background board.  

Again, there is depth around the picture and an
opportunity to use more broken pieces of the pearl
garland to adorn the sides of the picture. In this
example, the background board behind the postcard is
separate from the background board behind the vignette
at the bottom. It is easier to build a sub-assembly with

the postcard mounted onto the background board and
the pearls taped into place at the sides. Then, this sub-
assembly can easily be positioned behind its opening—
independent of the positioning of the bottom vignette.

This frame is a bit out of fashion with its avocado
accent. Its coloring is pleasing, its size is right, and its
profile is fitting. It is counter-chic enough to make
people smile at the whole package. The other two exam-
ples used standard cap mouldings, so depth was not an

issue. This moulding is a
little shallow; the extra
depth was added with a
5⁄16” deep dark wood
extension attached to the
back.

These ordinary
object vignettes can be
thought of in many ways.
They include tangible
items related to the
picture. They also allow
for multiple-opening
designs. The objects take
the place of cutout deco-
ration. They are, after all,
the real thing. They use
objects that can be
mounted easily with less
thought about
reversibility. They give a
small piece extra size,
thus adding significance
to it. They offer the

casual viewer something more to ask about the picture.
Find out what small addition or ordinary object will
make a particular picture even more meaningful. Be a
little artistic and make a customer for life.   PFM

The wire was wound and
twisted into circles to make
this garland. With a little
bending to minimize its
height, it requires only two
thicknesses of foamboard
to create the depth behind
the mat. The wires are
mounted between two
layers of foamboard. The

pearl and wire fragments at the sides of the postcard were taped to the back-
ground board. The rose petal behind the pearls at the bottom was part of the
customer’s memory. It is mounted here with tape along the bottom. Perhaps this
is not the ideal way to mount a rose petal, but one point of these vignettes
constructed with ordinary objects is that they can be mounted quickly with tape
and glue. Always discuss the mounting choices with the customer.  

Brian Wolf, CPF, GCF, began framing pictures as a part-time job while
attending Iowa State University. In 1973, he won the Janice Petersen Andersen
award for outstanding design student. Brian realized that mat embellishments
really grabbed customers’ attention. He began demonstrating his hand-carving
technique for mats at conventions and soon began teaching classes for the
PPFA. Brian started his own framing business in Cedar Rapids, IA, in 1983.
Since 1989, he has focused on leading workshops around the world on his
matting techniques. He has authored books, appeared in videos, and is a
regular contributor to trade magazines, including PFM. He joined Wizard Inter-
national, where he contributed his framer’s point of view and artistic touch to
product development. He continues his work with Wizard through education,
events, and design content.


